
 

                                                              
 

As part of the "Dynamic Zero" clearing policy, China is planning to set up Covid-19 testing 

booths within a 15-minute walking distance in all major cities, as regular PCR test results 

become a requirement for going to school, work, entering shipping mall or eating out.  

On May 9th, Shanghai reported a drop in new cases for the 10th straight day and then have 

launched a new push to end infections outside quarantine zones by late May. While there has 

been no official announcement, over the weekend some residents in at least four of its 16 

districts received notices saying they were no longer able to go downstairs as part of the effort 

to drive community infections down to zero. Some factories who resumed production earlier 

under closed-loop management were hit again as logistics issues persits, they were forced to 

halt production due to shortage of parts or raw material supplies.  

In Beijing, residents of some areas were told to work from home while more roads, compounds 

and parks were sealed off this week. More bus routes were suspended as more rounds of 

testing were conducted in a handful of districts, including Chaoyang and Fangshan. 

Confirmed cases were found in late May in Guangzhou airport. Officially Guangzhou is not 

under lockdown but Covid-19 control measures have been strengthened.Airport terminal 

remains normal operations, some airline like Qatar Airway(QR) however, has cancelled flight 

until May 22nd.  

Below is a summary of the most updated situation of AEL-Berkman offices and China main port 

operations  

1. Shanghai - Classified into Locked-down areas, Controlled areas & 

Precautionary areas, movements are limited  

AEL-Berkman Shanghai office: Work From Home from March 28th until further notice  

Ports in Shanghai: Terminal are required to maintain normal operations, laden 

containers are allowed to gate in  

Trucking in Shanghai: Overall trucking capacity and efficiency have improved slightly, 

all truckers are requested to provide PCR test negative certificate before entering into 

the city. Quarantine regulations limited the mobility of the truck drivers to a great 

extent  

http://ilul.me/?http://www.aelbkm.com/&c=ALZABHPRD&x=05b74dee7e7c467d831f71f763649d4f&u=eef7294476404834871d1a506a0aaf5d


Customs in Shanghai: Normal Operations  

Warehouse in Shanghai: Only accept cargo gate in from truckers who are holding a 

"pass" 

   2.  Ningbo 

AEL-Berkman Ningbo office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Ningbo: Normal Operations  

   3.  Shenzhen  

AEL-Berkman Shenzhen office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Shenzhen: Normal Operations  

   4. Xiamen  

AEL-Berkman Xiamen Offices: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Xiamen: Normal Operations  

   5. Qingdao  

AEL-Berkman Qingdao Office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Qingdao: Normal Operations  

   6. Hongkong - The Government decided to further ease social-distancing curbs   

from May 5th , residents will be allowed to take off their masks when running or 

at country parks and outdoor sports venues 

       AEL-Berkman Hongkong office: Working as normal in office 

       Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Hongkong: Normal Operations  

As the situation is changing very fast, above will be adjusted any time according to the 

epidemic situation.  

AEL-Berkman management team is closely monitoring the situation as part of our commitment 

to ensure the safety of our staff while working towards mitigating any possible impact to our 

agent partners and customers' operations.  

Thank you very much for your continued support and appreciate your patience during this 

time. 

 


